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Bernadette Mayer and “Language” 
in the Poetry Project

I didn’t know Ted Berrigan that well—I wasn’t part of his clique. Certainly some 

of the people around him were hostile to what we were trying to do. A lot of 

that was couched strictly in terms of anti-intellectualism. There wasn’t much 

interest in creating another alternative way of writing, or sense of what’s read-

ing all about, or reconfiguring of literary history. But people were amiable 

enough, and reasonably friendly as long as you weren’t disrespectful toward 

the elders, and those were writers I generally liked. People like myself, Hannah 

Weiner, Peter Seaton, Nick Piombino, and Jackson Mac Low provided an 

alternative poetics space for what the St. Mark’s crowd had already been 

doing. L = A = N = G = U = A = G = E wasn’t New York based—we weren’t 

focused on just the community and the small-press scene in this town.

BRUCE ANDREWS, INTERVIEW BY AUTHOR

“Incapacity and Awkwardness and Fragmentation”
By the early 1970s, things were changing at the Poetry Project. The Reverend
Michael Allen left New York City in 1970 for a position as dean of the Berke-
ley Divinity School in New Haven, Connecticut. With Allen’s departure, the
Project was now being led by a new generation of reading series organizers
and administrators, including Larry Fagin and Steve Facey. New York School
aesthetics were at this point familiar to the vast majority of poets living on
the Lower East Side. First-Generation poets had all published books with main-
stream publishers. While poets like Padgett and Berrigan never achieved the
kind of mainstream success accorded to poets like Richard Howard or Robert
Pinsky, they nevertheless were no longer as strongly associated with the avant-
garde—if by “avant-garde” one refers to its manifestation as an underground,
ephemeral phenomenon. In 1973, Ted Berrigan would even have some of his
sonnets included in the Norton Anthology of Modern Poetry, albeit with a “dis-
paraging headnote.”1 The Project, while strongly maintaining its ties to poets
associated with the New York School, was also ready for some new poetics.
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Richard Kostelanetz writes, “Whenever the current state of an art is gen-
erally perceived as decadent or expired, then a new avant-garde is destined to
arise.”2 With the relative establishment of Second-Generation New York
School writers through their national publications and their subsequent ge-
ographical dispersal, a new avant-garde of sorts did arise out of the Poetry
Project. This new phase at the Poetry Project was influenced in some ways by
Bernadette Mayer’s work in earlier publications and by her poetry work-
shops, which were held at the church from 1971 through 1974 and intermit-
tently throughout the subsequent two decades. The workshops served as fo-
rums where poets including Charles Bernstein, Hannah Weiner, and Nick
Piombino—all writers associated with the “language school”—socialized and
theorized with one another. Bernadette Mayer’s workshops provided an envi-
ronment where a new alternative approach could be developed in marked con-
trast to the roughly defined if preponderant and clubby Poetry Project scene.

The content of these workshops was to play a part in the theoretical and
critical work promoted in the later 1970s through magazines including 
L = A = N = G = U = A = G = E.3 Mayer, perhaps more than any other poet
associated with the Lower East Side, brought to the Poetry Project an outside
discourse of critical thinking that earlier writers had cockily rejected as being
“too serious.” Even in the context of two decades of experimental writing char-
acteristic of the scene, Mayer’s reading lists for her workshops and her own
literary output in the 1970s were generally more overtly intellectually ambi-
tious and “serious” than what had preceded her. Mayer developed what she
called “A Reading List to be Added To” and encouraged all her students to
read as many books on the enormous and evolving list as they could. Mayer
divided the list into various sections including “On Reading” (featuring books
including Barthes’s The Pleasure of the Text, Whitehead’s Modes of Thought,
and Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations); “Prose and Poetry and Prose
Poetry” (Motherwell’s The Dada Painters and Poets, Dante’s La Vita Nuova);
and “Children’s Books” (The Curious George books, The Complete Works of
Roald Dahl, Paula Danzinger’s The Cat Ate My Gymsuit). Mayer also included
photocopies of charts showing the evolution of the English language, He-
brew alphabet tables, and selections from Raymond Queneau’s Exercises in
Style. Mayer generally encouraged her students to think of the act of literary
production far more critically than they might otherwise have done.

Mayer’s work as an editor and poet also provided a model for the more
critically minded and theoretically determined writing associated with the lan-
guage-writing phenomenon. Mayer’s ongoing experiments in procedural
verse techniques, initiated in 1967 in her and Vito Acconci’s magazine 0 to 9,
proved a new model in marked contrast to the generally friendlier, chattier,
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and more conventionally accessible (if socially exclusive) texts in The World.
Mayer consciously viewed these experiments as determining a new territory
for writers on the Lower East Side. “0 to 9 manifested a ‘resistance’ to ‘New
York writing’; and it appears that the cloistered sociality of ‘New York writ-
ing’ may have been one of [the] spurs to this resistance. In [an interview with
Lisa Jarnot], [Mayer] says ‘Ted and Ron would do these collaborations and
send them to 0 to 9 and we would never publish them,’ going on to say ‘I
guess it was because of their style or something.’”4

Mayer’s early poetry readings also deviated, if not departed, from the norm
at the Poetry Project. A particularly radical example of Mayer’s consistent in-
terrogation of the authorial public persona is seen in her work with Ed Bowes
and Clark Coolidge. For one film, Bowes (using a handheld camera) chased
Coolidge and Mayer around Coolidge’s home in the Berkshires as they read
from the Yale volume of Gertrude Stein’s work. The tape was eventually shown
at the Poetry Project for an event billed as a poetry reading featuring Clark
Coolidge and Bernadette Mayer (listed as occurring on February 24, 1971).
The audience, expecting to see the two poets, instead witnessed the film, where
the poets themselves were rarely visible and were not reading from their own
work. Thus, in one neat performative move, Mayer and Coolidge rejected the
primacy of authorial presence, threatened the stability of authorship by read-
ing from Stein’s work without citing her, challenged the audience’s attention
span and flouted their expectations, and generally moved away from a model
of the poetry reading as one that offered compressed insight into a text into
one in favor of performativity and process. At later readings, Coolidge fur-
ther disrupted expectations of sociability attendant to poetry readings, going
so far as to read all of his book Polaroid at the Paula Cooper Gallery (an event
that went on for more than two hours, and that Coolidge recalls frustrated
and antagonized quite a few of the audience members).

Thus, Mayer proved to be an alternative to the “alternative” defined by
Second-Generation New York School writers, and she offered a set of new
literary and evaluative standards that moved toward a more overtly theoreti-
cal poetics of multiple referentiality5 and syntactical rupture that was gener-
ally suspicious of the poem as an emotive or expressivist composition.6 Such
an approach was highly attractive to emerging writers based in New York,
many of whom were put off by what they viewed as the exclusive nature of
the Second-Generation New York School social world and the relatively un-
ambitious work that such a culture produced.7 Charles Bernstein recalls sens-
ing that something at St. Mark’s had to be shaken up, and that he and his peers—
a number of whom met each other at Bernadette Mayer’s workshops—might
be able to have a part in reinvigorating an avant-garde spirit at the church:8
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In the 1970s, St. Mark’s certainly had a very strong social hierarchy. It wasn’t
completely obvious, and it was less so than the visual arts world, which made
it seem more democratic, certainly. But it still seemed not as open as I would
have liked to have seen. The things I was very interested in when I was editing
and organizing events was to open things up beyond the local and sometimes
clubby qualities that sometimes developed. I think that what I’m saying about
the poetry readings at St. Mark’s, which is more important to me than terms
like theory, is this idea of how you would know something, what you would
judge something based on, apart from who you knew and what scene you were
part of. That would naturally involve some insistence on nonlocality—on na-
tional and international—not to say historical—publications. That is very
much against the grain of a certain kind of St. Mark’s neighborhood aesthetic.
It seemed ludicrous to me that people would hold on to a kind of bohemian
identity associated with slogans like “I never go above Fourteenth Street.”
Lifestyle as a basis for poetry always seemed to be problematic for me, and it
was always and already co-opted. Everything gets co-opted, but you want to
create some dialectic so that there’s a possibility for oppositional or adversarial
activity.9

Consistently questioning and revising literary inheritance as well as critiquing
the role social formations played in determining and defining reception be-
came perhaps some of the most valuable and insurrectionary functions lan-
guage writers played throughout their (ongoing) history. As the 1970s pro-
gressed, the primacy of New York School poets within the alternative poetic
community was threatened by some language writers. Referring to Charles
Bernstein’s work in editing a poetry anthology, Ann Vickery writes, “Bern-
stein was hesitant about including [Mayer’s] more recent work which he
felt was oriented more towards the New York school. It was envisaged that
L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E would distinguish a poetics separate to the New York
school.”10 Such stances were often underscored by literary and linguistic the-
ories (often kept at arm’s length by many New York School–associated po-
ets), particularly those of poststructuralist thinkers. California-based poet Ron
Silliman wrote to Mayer: “[What] I’m specifically hoping to get at . . . in the
collection (the title of which is ‘The Dwelling Place’ from Roland Barthes’
‘the Word is “the dwelling place”’ in Writing Degree Zero) is diminished ref-
erentiality, via either the kind of formal speech-oriented poems of Mike
Palmer’s, wherein the meanings cancel out, Coolidge’s work, Grenier’s sort of
minimalism, or the kind of visuals Lee Dejasu’s work contains.”11 Mayer takes
credit for promoting much of this extraliterary reading material among
specifically New York–based writers who would come to be organized under
the “language school” label: “The language thing happened because I was
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teaching all the things they wanted to know. Wittgenstein, Lacan, all the things
they needed to know. In my workshops, when I first began to teach them, a
lot of the language poets came. That’s another wrinkle. Charles Bernstein, Bruce
Andrews, and Nick Piombino, Peter Seaton, were all in my workshops.”12

While the poets associated with language writing did not deny their New
York School inheritance, they tended to place more significance on the longer,
more fractured and “experimental” pieces. Charles Bernstein isolates several in-
stances of New York School texts that were especially amenable to language
writers’ interest in multiple referentiality: “Koch’s ‘When the Sun tries to Go
On,’ or Ceravolo’s ‘Fits of Dawn’—I was looking for a certain kind of work,
and these poems fit that bill. Also, of course, Ashbery’s The Tennis Court Oath.
These fit a certain kind of interest. I’m really interested in incapacity and awk-
wardness and fragmentation as an experiential dimension of the poem less than
the fact of confusion as a theoretical concept, or even as a lifestyle.”13 Language
writers set up a kind of dialectical tension between the two dominant New
York School “styles”: the New York School of the “I do this, I do that” tendency
that influenced many Second-Generation New York School writers to write
similar and at times derivative homages and the New York School of the longer,
more disjunctive works mentioned by Bernstein, which had yet to find a con-
siderable number of ambitious poets willing to expand on and complicate.

Additionally, literary style was associated with lifestyle. Where Second-
Generation New York School writers tended toward a more typically bohemian
social nexus, language writers proved less easy to pin down within what might
be imagined as an avant-garde “poet’s life.” Variously working as medical
writers, community activists, and—as the 1970s progressed into the 1980s—
university-level professors, language writers have more generally rejected the
bohemian lifestyle, regarding it as, in Bernstein’s words, “already co-opted.”
They chose instead to elide completely the easily recognizable “antiestab-
lishment” stance in favor of working in more geographically and psychically
diffuse areas.

Both aesthetics and lifestyle helped language writers differentiate them-
selves from the earlier New York–based avant-garde, even as many poets took
advantage of the scene at St. Mark’s to develop and transmit their poetics:

An effect of L = A = N = G = U = A = G = E (even if unintentionally) was to
widen the divisions between poetic communities in New York. . . . Visiting New
York in late 1978, Kit Robinson witnessed a territorial struggle between East
Side poets and Language writers, which included some boycotting of readings
(although he escaped unscathed). Bernstein believed that there was a danger-
ous but very real “groupism” occurring. He would write to Silliman on New
Year’s eve of 1979, “Circles seem to close tighter & tighter, corral the wagons,
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in an ever diminishing ability to imagine oneself in some corner other than the
one one’s been painted into.”14

Other poets associated with the Second-Generation New York School
found language writers unnecessarily obscure, academic, and didactic. This at-
titude toward language poetry, which very often slipped into outright anti-
intellectualism, was to find its most hilarious if ferocious expression in Tom
Clark’s essay “Stalin as Linguist,” which was printed in various versions in the
magazine Poetry Flash as well as The Partisan Review: “[The language school
writers] are as long on critical theory as they are (relatively, and I think also ab-
solutely) short on poems. Their criticism is mostly written in a pretentious in-
tellectual argot that sounds a little like an assistant professor who took a wrong
turn on the way to the Derrida Cookout and ended up at the poetry reading.”15

Nevertheless, such opposition was necessary if there was to be progress
within the Poetry Project scene, which had by the early 1970s served as a base
for the production of an enormous number of poems through various mimeo-
graphed magazines while remaining uninterested in providing a clear, self-
critiquing mechanism that would continue to interrogate the process whereby
poetry—and poetic communities—was produced. Language writers were de-
termined as much to write innovative poetry as they were to examine how
poetic reception was defined by the various circulating discourses of politics,
both on a coterie and a geopolitical level. In this sense, language writers in-
troduced a far more inquisitive and theoretically determined conversation into
a community that had perhaps become complicit and complacent in the face
of its own nascent and self-enclosed mythology.16

However, while language writers introduced a kind of division and at times
unwelcome progression into the Poetry Project and certainly among the al-
ternative poetry scene at large, the Project nevertheless played a part in de-
termining the theoretical impulses specific to this group. Writing workshop
exercises that Mayer developed specifically for her classes during the early 1970s
at the Poetry Project are similar in content and tone to statements made in
the magazine L = A = N = G = U = A = G = E. This is not to say that poets
published in L = A = N = G = U = A = G = E were all somehow in debt to
Mayer. Apart from those poets living in New York, many language writers did
not have significant relationships with Mayer. Rather, the point here is that
Mayer and the scene in and around the Poetry Project were partly responsi-
ble for putting these ideas “in the air,” as it were, of the poetic community.17

The consistently evolving set of writing prompts that Mayer called “Ex-
periments” and distributed to Bernstein and others are as suggestive of New
York School style irreverence as they are of an increasingly fashionable post-
structuralism. Mayer’s “Experiments” included “Attempt to eliminate all con-
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notation from a piece of writing & vice versa” and “Work your ass off to change
the language & dont ever get famous.”18 While language that encouraged its
readers to eliminate all connotation from a piece of writing and to “work
your ass off to change the language” could have suggested a poststructuralist
approach to language, the phrase “dont ever get famous” may very well have
been influenced by Frank O’Hara’s earlier and widely known statement in
The New American Poetry: “I don’t think of fame or posterity (as Keats so
grandly and genuinely did), nor do I care about clarifying experiences for any-
one or bettering (other than accidentally) anyone’s state or social relation, nor
am I for any particular technical development in the American language sim-
ply because I find it necessary.”19 Mayer was in a rather tough balancing act
here; fascinated by the possibilities for linguistic innovation, she nevertheless
maintained a connection to writing as expressivist, microsocial, and personal.
However, Mayer’s students at the Poetry Project ended up focusing much more
on the theoretical impact of her (and their) ideas, and used their writing to
extend this philosophical and linguistic inquiry initiated in some measure by
the Mayer workshops and earlier publications associated with her.

Threatening and questioning the supposedly inherent connotative and
monologic impulses in language was of primary importance to writers in-
cluding Bernstein, Andrews, and Silliman. Language writers were influenced
in part by Mayer’s “Experiments” list, particularly those sections of the list
that whimsically challenge the primacy of the individual author and empha-
size the materiality of speech and instability of meaning: “Rewrite some-
one else’s writing. Experiment with theft and plagiarism . . . Get someone to
write for you, pretending they are you.”20 Silliman’s text “For L = A = N =
G = U = A = G = E” in many ways parallels Mayer’s “rules” for writing as pub-
lished in her ever-evolving “Experiments” list, and shows the extent to which
language writers adapted theory in the late 1970s to serve as aesthetic gestures:

Word’s a sentence before it’s a word—I write sentences—When words are, mean-
ing soon follows—Where words join, writing is—One’s writing is one writing—
Not all letters are equal—2 phrases yield an angle—Eye settles in the middle of
word, left of center—Reference is a compass—Each day—Performance seeks
vaudeville—Composition as investigation—Collage is a false democracy—
Spelling’s choices—Line defined by its closure: the function is nostalgic—
Nothing without necessity—By hand—Individuals do not exist—Keep mind
from sliding—Structure is metaphor, content permission, syntax force—Don’t
imitate yourself—we learned the language—Aesthetic consistency = voice—
How does a work end?21

Silliman’s text shows the extent to which writing associated with the lan-
guage school became self-reflexive and highly self-conscious of itself as writ-
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ing. Both tentative—“How does a work end?”—and humorously arrogant
in its manifesto-like imperatives, these phrases revolve around interrogating
the process of composition itself. Silliman overtly raises questions that had
been raised suggestively by predecessor poetry including the anonymous, col-
lagist, and collaborative work found in mimeograph magazines like The World;
Bernadette Mayer’s and Vito Acconci’s 0 to 9; and Mayer’s workshop maga-
zine Unnatural Acts (discussed below). Many language writers, who suggested
in various articles that their poetics were developed out of an intellectual in-
quiry into what it meant to be part of a community, were able to look back
on the communal model articulated in these and other predecessor magazines,
even if, like Silliman, they lived outside New York City.22 Additionally, in the
context of specifically New York–based writers like Bernstein and Andrews
coming together at the Poetry Project, one can theorize that favoring a com-
munal vision and critiquing representational literature may have been partly
influenced by the collaborative atmosphere of the Poetry Project. While this
scene promoted personalities like Ted Berrigan, it also depreciated the value
of authorial and individual presence through acts of collaboration and polit-
ical organization.23

That poets published in L = A = N = G = U = A = G = E were often com-
mitted left-wing activists was somewhat predictable, considering both the cul-
tural fact of their presence on university campuses during the 1960s as well
as the more localized environment at places including St. Mark’s Church dur-
ing the early 1970s. “In the terms used by the Language group, the new stress
is on the poetic demystifying, unveiling and sharing of meaning, in contrast
to a view of language that has to do with ideological closure, fixed meaning
as the expression of power relations, and communication as a mere ‘exchange
of prepackaged commodities.’”24 When one considers that this “sharing of
meaning” and rejection of “ideological closure” had partial origins within the
radical political and social milieu of the Poetry Project and the late 1960s and
early 1970s increasingly militant counterculture, we see how some language
writers might have conceived of their poetics as a critique of conservative,
capitalistic social and linguistic order.

Bruce Andrews epitomizes this possibility in his essay “Writing Social Work
and Political Practice” published in The L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E Book, where
he discusses the subversive possibilities for an “alternative structuralist view”
in poetics:

More radically, the poetics would be those of subversion: an anti-systemic det-
onation of settled relations, an anarchic liberation of energy flows. Such flows,
like libidinal discharges, are thought to exist underneath & independent from
the system of language. . . . The coherence between signifier & signified is con-
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ventional, after all—rather than skate past this fact, writing can rebel against
it by breaking down that coherence, by negating the system itself. Result: an
experimentalism of diminished or obliterated reference. . . . So: a spectrum
stretching from “stylistic display” work to a more disruptive political work—
within the mostly self-contained linguistic system, of the sign.25

Note here the language of eroticism combined with the language of avant-
gardism; we have the orgasmic “detonation” and “liberation of energy flows . . .
like libidinal discharges” in relation to subversion, “experimentalism,” and
a rejection of the “conventional.”26 This was both a highly social and sexual
vision of poetry and a politically charged revelation. Bearing in mind that
Andrews was part of the poetic community at the Poetry Project,27 we can
tentatively point to the sexy and political atmosphere of the Poetry Project
itself as one of a number of possible sources for Andrew’s ideas on what poetry
could do within the context of a community. Poets in many ways resanctified
St. Mark’s Church as a contemporary tribal space and used that space to en-
act organized challenges to the dominant political culture through events like
read-ins against the war and drug-bust release funds. Despite having some se-
rious misgivings over what he felt was an unnecessarily exclusive scene, An-
drews maintained: “Nevertheless, if you were looking for readings or some
kind of social scene in the poetry world that wasn’t connected to mainstream
academic life or workshop kind of bullshit, you had St. Mark’s.”28

Many language writers focused on the poetry reading itself as a crucial site
for poetic reception and dissemination. The poetry reading was used to pro-
mote a new trend in antirepresentation; writers including Bernstein, Andrews,
Piombino, and Silliman eschewed social realism, as a glance through their writ-
ing makes clear. Even a relatively conventional poetics of observation visible in
Silliman’s long poem “What” (here excerpted) indicates the pleasure that some
language poets took in letting the materiality of speech itself disrupt realism:

The scudding wind
pushes the brim of my hat.
The ridges in the red rock
ripple, the dust atop
a lighter yellow. Tongue touches teeth
to form an “L.” Each line
breaks at the point
where anxiety peaks.
This can be spelled
double “e.” Thees
can be spilled. . . . Hard “S,”
breath pours over tongue’s flesh.29
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This section of “What” suggests that realism as a mimetic concept is bound
to collapse with the welcome indeterminacy of the temporal breath. Speak-
ing the poem distributes it, thereby fracturing it into the mouths and tongues—
and subsequent overflow of interpretations—in which the text finds itself.
This section of the poem/story disintegrates into erotics of sound and voice;
the poetic line “breaks” out of anxiety, only to be suffused by the pleasures of
associative spelling and connotative slippage. The realism of a walk in the wind
is happily subsumed in a poetics of utterance. The speaker call forth breath,
which materializes and decontextualizes speech and language “over tongue’s
flesh.” Charles Bernstein places this kind of text firmly within the context of
live readings:

I would say that because of the complex prosodies being enacted by something
like Silliman’s poem, which don’t have an obvious way to read them, the poem
becomes a sounding board. Readings are crucial sites for testing the sound. If
you think as I do that the poetry reading is as crucial as the book in terms of
the enactment and transmission of the work, of course it allows for certain kinds
of acoustic exploration to take place that wouldn’t if the reading took place
silently. Silliman’s poem evokes a scene of reading out loud to yourself—the
actual sound gets in the way of a certain sort of transparent image. This kind
of poem prevents the production of transparent meaning via the material pro-
duction of sound.30

An aesthetic of dislocative utterance suggested by Bernstein had already
been defined in part by Roland Barthes. Barthes (whose writings Mayer as-
signed to her workshop students) played an important role in that period in
helping language poets conceive of writing as an essentially performative en-
actment of the instability of the relationship between signifier and signified.
In “The Death of the Author,” Barthes wrote, “Writing can no longer desig-
nate an operation of recording, of observation, of representation, of ‘paint-
ing’ (as the Classics used to say), but instead what the linguists, following Ox-
fordian philosophy, call a performative, a rare verbal form . . . in which the
speech-act has no other content (no other statement) than the act by which
it is uttered: something like the I declare of kings or the I sing of the earliest
poets.”31 Recognizing (as many of the language writers felt one should) that
stable referentiality was itself a construct enabled poets to break rules and
threaten social order through performance; we have as examples Ron Silli-
man reading his poems out loud on various forms of public transportation
in San Francisco and the more discrete readings held at the Poetry Project and
related spaces in the late 1970s and 1980s.32 This was not, however, the kind
of performativity associated with a figure like Charles Olson, whose person-
ality and poetry were conflated so much that Olson as an individual became
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practically deified. Rather, the performativity of language poets suggested an
attempt to enact a new avant-garde, one that was far more interested in “the
social rules and context of utterance, along lines indicated by Structuralism
and Speech Act theory,” as opposed to “an expressivist aesthetics derived from
Romanticism which characterized earlier avant-garde formations such as the
New York or Black Mountain groupings.”33

The reason that a purportedly late 1970s and 1980s movement like “lan-
guage poetry” is being discussed here is only to suggest that language poetics
(as defined through literally thousands of essays, manifestoes, and e-mails
found in texts like The L = A= N = G = U = A = G = E Book and on the Buf-
falo Poetics List, www.wings.buffalo.edu/epc/poetics/)34 owe a partial his-
torical debt to events that occurred in the poetic community of the Lower
East Side in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The profusion of commentary re-
lated to what was to become known as the “language school” points to that
school’s self-conscious extension of an avant-gardist stance. As Paul Mann
writes, “The avant-garde is completely immersed in a wide range of appar-
ently ancillary phenomena—reviewing, exhibition, appraisal, reproduction,
academic analysis, gossip, retrospection—all conceived within and as an econ-
omy, a system or field of circulation and exchange that is itself a function of
a larger cultural economy. Art exhibits an active relation to the discursive econ-
omy, a will to discourse that is its most general if not its most basic commit-
ment.”35 As we will now see, the language writers’ tendency to produce this
abundance of rhetoric associated with the production of poems was partly
influenced not only by the social scene at the church but also by Bernadette
Mayer’s work editing the magazines 0 to 9 and Unnatural Acts.

0 to 9 and Unnatural Acts
Bruce Andrews summed up the essential role that journals such as 0 to 9

played among the language writers:

As a graduate student in Baltimore, the only way I could connect with anyone
was to submit work to magazines. I remember getting ahold of the Paul Car-
roll anthology—I was starting to write, extending radical modernist traditions
that I was able to track down through the century, but I had no idea there were
people my age doing this. I noticed things like Stein, or The Tennis Court Oath,
but I was missing out on the magazines. I remember getting ahold of 0 to 9, I
remember getting ahold of the Paris Review when it was edited by Tom Clark—
the Review was publishing people like 0 to 9 editor Vito Acconci, and Clark Coo-
lidge. I would send poems to the Paris Review every couple of months. I re-
member I got a letter back from Ron Padgett, who was working for Clark in
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the New York office of the Paris Review. He wrote, “Dear Mr. Andrews, this is
to let you know that the Paris Review isn’t the only magazine in the world.” He
sent me addresses for some other magazines. That was where I started. Then,
finally, sometime around 1970, Padgett wrote, “This latest batch we really liked,
and I’m sending them on to the big boss.” And they published a piece of mine
in 1970, a year after I started writing. I sent stuff to The World in the early 1970s,
I sent stuff to editor Acconci right when 0 to 9 ended. I got Berrigan’s address
and sent him some work, maybe in 1971. He wrote me back a nice note say-
ing, “These poems are great. You should do what Ron and I did. Publish a lit-
tle magazine, publish all your friends, and get rich and famous.” I had a sense
of there being this activity. The only kind of angle into the small press poetry
world was the radical fringe of what was going on at St. Mark’s, some loose for-
mulation of experimental poetry which at that point would include concrete,
visual, conceptual or sound work.36

By editing 0 to 9 with her brother-in-law (performance artist, filmmaker, and
writer Vito Hannibal Acconci) and extending the theoretical impulses of the
magazine into her workshops, Bernadette Mayer helped to promote a kind
of theoretical inquiry that had been relegated to the background by New York
School poets loathe to appear too “serious” (and academic). Additionally,
Mayer actively supported work and study in genres outside poetry. Ed Fried-
man, an early participant in Mayer’s workshops and current director of the
Poetry Project, remembers, “The scene became more ‘open’ in a certain way.
Bernadette perceived herself as not part of the church scene, or at least she
didn’t see her writing that way. On the other hand, she always talked about
Ron and Ted being great poets. She recognized though that there was an in-
terest in having a more critical, theoretical tone in poetry. One workshop I
remember read Einstein’s autobiography.”37

The performativity in and of poetry, as well as what Friedman refers to as
“a more critical, theoretical tone in poetry” now associated with much lan-
guage writing, is especially visible in 0 to 9.38 In an environment where avant-
garde poetry readings and performance-oriented “Happenings” occurred
throughout the Lower East Side, 0 to 9 consistently presented relatively ab-
stract texts within a context of highly social performativity. Like Trobar and
Poems from the Floating World before it, the second issue of 0 to 9 performed
a kind of literary archaeology, recovering tribal texts that tended to conform
to the magazine’s overall ethos of fragment and ellipses, while at the same time
pointing back to these texts’ function as part of an oral tradition. The Au-
gust 1967 issue of 0 to 9, for example, included anonymous “Eskimo Songs”
(here excerpted):
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Though I walked on the ice down there,
Though I walked on the ice down there,
It did not seem like real ice.

Such a text was bound to be read in sympathy with the Gertrude Stein piece
“IN,” published in the same issue (here excerpted):

Was is ice
Was is ice
Was is ice
Was is ice
Elastic. Elastic in layed.39

Here we have a magazine that carefully positioned one fragmented text—
“though I walked on the ice down there”—alongside another fragmented text
from high modernist Stein—“was is ice / was is ice.” Thus, one reads Stein (a
crucial literary predecessor figure for many poets published in L = A = N =
G = U = A = G = E ) in relation to a poem from the Eskimo oral tradition.
Both texts point to each other, the Eskimo song suggesting Stein through rep-
etition and use of the word ice and vice versa. By virtue of the elements these
texts share, Stein asks to be read within the context of the performative and
the anonymous characterized by the Eskimo songs.

Mayer would extend these performative and anonymous elements in
poetry in her workshops during the 1970s, particularly in her administration
of the magazine Unnatural Acts. As Ed Friedman remembers it, one work-
shop devoted itself entirely to producing the magazine:

Towards the end of Bernadette’s first workshop at the Poetry Project, which
ran from Fall 1971 through Spring 1972, we came up with the writing method
which produced Unnatural Acts. We were interested in collaboration and process.
When I say process, I mean that we were intending to be less precious about
the actual product or outcome of writing experiments, and therefore, leaving
more room for writing to be a present-time document of the writer’s mind while
writing. What we came up with was a way to compress the collaboration process;
we decided to have everyone in the workshop writing in the same place for an
extended time period. Everyone anonymously contributed a piece of writing,
which someone else in the group used as the basis for composing a new work.
The “originals” were then discarded and the afternoon proceeded with every-
one continuing to write works inspired by the reworkings of reworkings of re-
workings. We decided to publish the results as Unnatural Acts; since no one
could really claim complete ownership of any of the individual works, none of
the pieces were credited to a particular writer. The following fall (1972) we re-
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peated the experiment, inviting John Giorno, Anne Waldman, Joe Ceravalo
and others to participate. One of the funny things that happened was that we
got a set of pieces written in Giorno’s “repetition style,” only I don’t think John
wrote any of them. We published the results as Unnatural Acts 2.40

The trends referred to by Friedman initiated in part through Unnatural Acts
were certainly carried over by later language writers; in Content’s Dream, Charles
Bernstein challenges the assumption that writing is a “natural” expression of
a writer: “‘Natural: the very word should be struck from the language.’”Bern-
stein goes on to suggest that “naturalness” is artifice: “Personal subject mat-
ter & a flowing syntax, whatever those descriptions mean to a particular writer,
are the key to the natural look.”41

As Friedman’s earlier comments suggest, Unnatural Acts—like later work
associated with L = A = N = G = U = A = G = E—challenged the conven-
tional view of writing as expression naturally unique to a solitary individual.
This was done in an effort to undermine normative and essentialist assump-
tions about what made a writer a writer and about what it meant to “own”
one’s own writing. Unnatural Acts set up a situation in which authorial iden-
tity was jeopardized by a communal quasi-Marxist writing model. The sec-
ond issue used its cover to advertise slogans and fragments that clearly stated
the participants’ overall political and theoretical affiliations. Language like
“where no piece that is worked on is owned—property is rob-
bery,” “first the word / you will speak it / and then me / it will share our
power” and “why so much dialogue” indicated the participants’ concep-
tion of the valences between writing, politics, and community. The texts in-
side this issue also continually refer to the process of composition and the po-
litical atmosphere surrounding that process. The magazine featured poems
with lines including “the fascists are taking over everywhere (nov. 1 1) & they
do not know what they are doing & there’s no heroin for heroin addicts” and
“I’ll take out the I’s: / just the grass, green grass, tall grass.”42 Such lines worked
in tandem with the stated goals of Unnatural Acts participants, particularly
those in the editorial statements included on the cover that emphasized the
texts as a “collaborative writing experiment” destabilizing author/ity through
their removal or “taking out” of the monologic “I.”

This is not to say that there were never any tensions between the desire to
participate in a collaborative experiment and the desire to make a name for
one’s self as an individual author. Mayer remembers:

When Ed Friedman and I were doing this magazine which we did for three is-
sues, Unnatural Acts, the idea was that it was going to be just collaborations.
So we used to write in one eight-hour period, and we’d invite all these other
people to come write with us. I remember the second time we did it, it was
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hard to get people to do it, because they didn’t want to lose their identity. Some-
one came up to me the second time we did this and said to me “Is anyone go-
ing to know what part I wrote?” I said, “No, I don’t think so.” That was a big
problem for this writer. Times were changing in the 1970s, that’s for sure. There
weren’t so many communes around, which was in a weird way tied into poetry
and this growing resistance on the part of poets to participate in a communal,
anonymous-type activity.43

Although there was still a fair amount of idealism, the historical fact that
a certain era was coming to a close had its effect on the production of Un-
natural Acts: There was to be only one more issue. The need among poets of
the Lower East Side to connect a text to a single author remained strong. Writ-
ers in the Mayer workshop and the later language school have not, in the most
fundamental sense, rejected author/ity by disassociating themselves from their
texts by using pseudonyms or other strategies. Nevertheless, we can see the
poetry—and the associated social environment—of the language school as
part of the legacy of the Mayer workshops and related publications.
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